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About This Content
This is a full suite of editing tools that allows players to create their own maps and mods for the game. If you'd like to know
more and talk about the Depth Editor join us on our Steam Forums – Mapping and Modding subforum. We can't wait to sink
our teeth into what you guys release.
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Title: Depth - SDK
Genre: Action
Developer:
Digital Confectioners
Publisher:
Digital Confectioners
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista 64-bit and above
Processor: Intel 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon 2.6 GHz (dual-core required)
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1 GB available space
Sound Card: Windows Supported Sound Card

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Czech,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Not worth $30.00. I can't hit the ball 3/4 of the time. Unless I'm putting. It acts like its going right through, or over the ball.
Unless i swing slow. Slow enough it will will only hit the ball 1/4 to maybe 1/2 the driving distance of the club..... Item selection
is done using the right controller. Item previewing and manipulation is done using the left controller. Teleportation is done by
pressing the right controller's grip buttons. Pick room layout #3, teleport over to the balcony, then select various sky boxes.
That'll win you over. The graphics and lighting look fantastic. If you have a decent graphics card, you can build yourself a pretty
sweet pad. I couldn't get any of the video or music streaming to work, but it probably just requires I give it some more
investigation. Either way, I'd say it's a great start!. What time is it? It's review time. I'll get right down to it: this game sucks. At
first you think it's going to be fun playing an exploration game in the vein of Adventure Time, but it's anything but fun. The
"look for stuff and backtrack" design of gameplay is just tiresome by the 2nd world map, and by the 3rd, you just want it to be
over and done with. The first Toe Jam & Earl game for the Sega Genesis had a similar feel and look, but was loads more fun.
Not very challenging since you can easily avoid most enemies. Also disappointing that you can only level up to level 15, and as a
result, you don't feel very powerful when defeating enemies.
The last boss is awkward to fight since I beat him by chipping his healthy away very slowly and healing constantly - NOT good
game design.
Oh well, I know better. I won't be playing this again or any Adventure Time games anytime soon until they make the game
mechanics fun and addicting.. Who the ♥♥♥♥ thinks this is anything like To the Moon? It's most definitely not! It's an
unennding wave of "THIS DOOR IS LOCKED!" and nothing else. What a waste.. if you have a good latop are pc then u can
play it but is sooo good and if u can GET IT u will not regret it
. Just a tiny little Jump'n'Run with a tiny ball with a face.
10/10 would play. This Addon is very nice, i love it but where is the BR 155 ?:(. oh man so I actaully like this game but dang the
reviews for it are so bad unfortunatly ._.
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BEST HEADACHE SIMULATOR EVER. Never get bored with this game.. Fun kid game. Recommended for little ones.. A ce
prix et avec ces notes trés interressant. unable to get into game. http://puu.sh/jB0NE/a0f64ad878.jpg. It's a very mixed bag. The
English isn't perfect, but some of the writing is surprisingly witty. Obvious effort was taken in some parts of the visual
presentation, but other animations look really sub-par. There's some good creativity in its boss-design, but most of the combat is
repetitive and devolves quickly into a one-size-fits-all cheesing strategy. Having another local-multiplayer game to try with
friends is great, but that feeling's lessened when it's a game you'll easily beat within your first few hours of trying it.
Between the positives and negatives, it comes down to price. At a lower cost its faults might be more forgivable but this doesn't
have the level of finish I would expect for a $13 game.. not a helpfull review. but its how i feel about the game.. Not much of a
game here, feels more like an interactive screensaver. I guess if you do a lot of drugs it might be fun. There's not really much to
do.. this game is great from the pixels to the story and characters. I loved ever sec of it. 10/10 would recommend. Short, but fun
and worth the price.
In some puzzle games you play around on each level until you figure it out. In others, you sit at the beginning of the level and
plan for awhile before you do anything. For me, this game was mostly the latter. The first forty or so levels where pretty quick
and easy. The last twenty were more complicated and required more thought. Overall, I'd say that, by the end, the game was
moderately difficult and that's probably good because if they had made it too much more complicated, I think it would have
taken longer for each level, but not really have been more fun.
So, all in all, I enjoyed it and recommend it.. Very nice ... even though it's quite difficult on some levels.
Highly recommended. Most fun I had with a game in a long time.
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